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Abstract
Traditional life insurance policies in many markets are sold with minimum interest rate
guarantees. In the case of a so-called cliquet style guarantee, the guaranteed return must be
credited to the policyholder’s account each year. Usually, life insurers try to provide this
guaranteed rate of interest plus some stable surplus on the policyholder’s account every year
by applying the so-called average interest principle: Building up reserves in years of good
returns on assets and using these reserves to keep surplus stable in years of low returns.
The primary focus of most existing literature in this area is on the fair (i.e. risk-neutral)
valuation of life insurance contracts. Since most insurers do not apply risk-neutral (or riskminimizing) hedging strategies, an analysis of the resulting risks seems very important.
Therefore, the present paper will concentrate on the risk a contract imposes on the insurer,
measured by shortfall probabilities under the so-called “real-world probability measure P”.
We develop a rather general model and analyze the impact interest rate guarantees have on the
risk exposure of the insurance company and how default risks depend on characteristics of the
contract, on the insurer’s reserve situation and asset allocation, on management decisions, as
well as on regulatory parameters. In particular, the interaction of the parameters is analyzed
yielding results that should be of interest for insurers as well as regulators.
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1. Introduction
Traditional life insurance policies in many markets are sold with minimum interest rate
guarantees. Quite common are guarantees on a point-to-point basis: At maturity of such a
contract, the policyholder is guaranteed the amount equivalent to the result of a process which
credits a certain minimum interest rate to the insured’s account in every single year. However,
an insurer’s investment underperformance (relative to the guaranteed rate) for some of the
years of a contract’s lifetime would be tolerable so long as the minimum amount is met in the
end. This provides the insurer with the possibility to compensate bad investment results by
positive results in other years. On the other hand, of course, this type of guarantee poses risk
on the policyholder as it leaves the insurer with considerable flexibility in crediting interest to
specific accounts. In so far as there is discretion with respect to the accounts to which interest
is credited or with respect to whether returns are passed on to the insureds at all, this type of
guarantee sets incentive to meeting short-term obligations while at the same time neglecting
“young” contracts.
This incentive problem can be reduced by means of incorporating a different type of
interest rate guarantee: In the case of a so-called cliquet style guarantee, as, e.g., required by
the German regulatory framework, the guaranteed return must be credited to the policyholder’s account each year. Obviously, the resulting reduction in risk for the policy owner
comes at the cost incurred by the reduction of the insurer’s flexibility in its investment
decisions.
Usually, as long as this is permitted by the market, life insurers try to provide the
guaranteed rate of interest plus some surplus on the policyholder’s account every year.
Insurers apply a strategy which is often referred to as the average interest principle (see, e.g.
[Gr/Jo 00]): Companies attempt to hold the surplus credited to the policyholder’s account as
constant as possible, to signal stability and low risk compared to other personal investment
options an insured would have. This is achieved through building up of reserves (mostly asset
valuation reserves) in years of good returns on assets and using these reserves to keep surplus
stable in years of low (or even negative) returns on assets. A reasonable model of the
distribution mechanism in with profit life insurance contracts should include this averaging
mechanism.
Superficially, the long-term use of the strategy described above suggests that the
minimum interest rate guarantee is obsolete. For a significant period in the past, it seemed as
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if the minimum guaranteed interest rates required by regulators were so low that insurance
companies would exceed these values anyway without at all perceiving the minimum
requirement as a restriction. Consequently, it appears that until rather recently life insurers
have not charged a premium for an interest rate guarantee (see [Gr/Jo 02], p. 64). The process
of averaging returns over time worked rather well since market interest rates were, over a long
time span, significantly higher than the guaranteed rates. In recent years, however, low market
interest rates and plunging stock markets have caused trouble for insurance companies. In the
changed environment, they now have to provide comparably high guaranteed returns to
accounts to which already a substantial amount of the surplus of past years has been credited.
Under these circumstances, minimum interest rate guarantees have suddenly become a threat
to insurers’ solvency.
These developments illustrate the relevance of analyses of the impact of interest rate
guarantees on these contracts and their interaction with other parameters. A key rationale for
the regulation of insurance markets is to reduce or limit insurers’ risk of insolvency.
Minimum interest requirements, however, obviously generate a restriction which may
increase insolvency risk. Particular emphasis therefore needs to be put on the interdependence
between interest rate guarantees and the likelihood of default.
A number of papers have recently addressed interest rate guarantees, such as [Br/Va
97], [Gr/Jo 00], [Je/Jo/Gr 01] , [Mi/Pe 01], [Ha/Mi 02], [Gr/Jo 02], [Ba 03], and [Ta/Lu 03].
For a point-to-point guarantee framework, [Br/Va 97] compute closed-form solutions
for market values of liabilities and equities. In their model the policy owner receives a
guaranteed interest and is also credited a bonus, determined as a certain fraction of net
financial gains (when positive). They provide an equilibrium condition, which reflects the
interdependencies between these two parameters, assuming fair valuation of the contract in a
risk-neutral evaluation framework. The paper also addresses the impact of interest rate
guarantees on the company’s risk exposure by analyzing interest rate elasticity and duration of
insurance liabilities.
Contrasting the just-mentioned approach, [Gr/Jo 00] consider cliquet style guarantees
and introduce a model that takes into account an insurer’s use of the average interest
principle. In addition to a policy reserve (the customer’s account) they introduce a “bonus
reserve”, a buffer that can be used to smoothen future bonus distributions. [Gr/Jo 00] analyze
a mechanism that credits bonus to the customer’s reserve based upon the current ratio of
bonus reserve over policy reserve. A bonus is paid only if this ratio exceeds a given threshold.
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Thus, the actual distribution of surplus indirectly reflects current investment results but
primarily focuses on the company’s ability to level out insufficient results in the future. The
authors decompose the contract into a risk free bond, a bonus and a surrender option. They
compute contract values by means of Monte Carlo simulation, and also calculate contract
default probabilities for different parameter combinations.1 However, they calculate default
probabilities under the risk neutral probability measure Q. Therefore, the numerical results are
of only limited explanatory value.
[Mi/Pe 01] also use a cliquet style framework and allow for a portion of excess interest
to be credited not directly to the customer’s account but to a bonus account. In their model,
the interest that exceeds the guaranteed rate is – if positive – divided into three portions that
are credited to the insured’s account, the insurer’s account, and to a bonus account. In case of
investment returns below the guaranteed rate, funds are moved from the bonus account into
the policy owner’s account. Thus, the bonus account is available for smoothing returns over
time. Unlike in the [Gr/Jo 00] model, however, the buffer consists of funds that have already
been designated to the particular customer: Any positive balance on the bonus account is
credited to the policy owner when the contract expires. This is used to model so-called
“terminal bonuses”. In this setting, [Mi/Pe 01] derive numerical results on the influence of
various parameters on the contract value.2
[Gr/Jo 02] discuss a model based upon the framework used by [Br/Va 97]. They
incorporate a regulatory constraint for the insurer’s assets according to which the company is
closed down and liquidated if the market value of assets drops below a threshold at any point
in time during the life of the policy. Their results suggest that the introduction of the
regulatory constraint significantly reduces the value of the shareholders’ default put option
and thereby an insurer’s incentive to change its assets’ risk characteristics to the policyholders’ disadvantage.
While some of the above-mentioned papers incorporate the risk of a contract’s or the
insurer’s default, the primary focus is on the fair (i.e. risk-neutral) valuation of the life
insurance contract. Since most insurers do not apply risk-neutral (or risk-minimizing) hedging

1

[Je/Jo/Gr 01] extend the findings of [Gr/Jo 00]. As one extension, among others, they introduce mortality risk.
Another paper that incorporates mortality risk as well as the surrender option is [Ba 03].

2

Contrasting the mechanism discussed in [Mi/Pe 01], life insurance contracts often employ a distribution
policy that does not accumulate undistributed surplus on an individual basis, but for a greater pool of
customers. A model that allows for this technique can be found in [Ha/Mi 02].
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strategies in their asset allocation, an analysis of the resulting risks seems very important.
Therefore, this work will concentrate on the risk a contract imposes on the insurer, measured
by means of shortfall probabilities under the so-called “real-world probability measure P”.
We are interested in the impact interest rate guarantees have on the exposure of the insurance
company and how default risks depend on characteristics of the contract, on the insurer’s
reserve situation and asset allocation, on management decisions, as well as on regulatory
parameters. We will assume cliquet style guarantees throughout this paper. Certain other
features of our model are also motivated by the German regulatory framework, but model
specifications could easily be changed to reflect other countries’ situations.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce our model. We use a
simplified illustration of the insurer’s financial situation. Before we model the surplus distribution mechanism, we model the assets and the insurance contract. Section 2 concludes with
introducing shortfall probabilities as the relevant risk measure for this work.
In section 3, we present the results of our analysis. We examine the influence of the
above mentioned parameters on shortfall probabilities and analyze their interaction. The
results should be of interest for insurers as well as for regulators.
Section 4 gives a short summary of the most important results and an outlook on further
research options.
2. The model framework
This Section introduces our model. We keep the model as simple as possible to be able
to focus on the basic effects. First, we model the reserve situation of the insurance company’s
balance sheet. Then, we introduce our model for the financial market and refer to some
specific aspects of German regulation. Afterwards, the insurance contract considered and the
corresponding liabilities are defined. Our analysis of the interaction of assets and liabilities
takes into account the ability of insurance companies to build up and dissolve hidden reserves
over time. We assume that insurance companies can buy and sell assets in order to reduce
hidden reserves without any restrictions. However, the decision whether an increase in the
market value of assets increases the book value or the hidden reserves is subject to some
restrictions. Finally, we define shortfall probabilities as the relevant risk measure for the
following analysis.
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2.1 The insurer’s initial situation
We use a simplified illustration of the insurer’s financial situation given in figure 1.
Assets

Liabilities

At

Lt
Rt

At

At

Figure 1 Model of the insurer’s financial situation

By At, we denote the market value of the insurer’s assets at time t. The liability side
comprises two entries: Lt is the time t book value of the policyholder’s account or, in other
words, the policy reserve which also coincides with the book value of the assets. The second
account is the reserve account Rt which is given by Rt = At − Lt . Although it might consist of
other components as well, e.g. firm’s capital, we refer to Rt as the asset valuation reserves or
hidden reserves.
Payments to equity holders are paid out and therefore leave the company. This is
reflected by subtracting the corresponding amount from At. To simplify notation, we assume
that such payments occur only once a year, at times t = 1,2, K , T .
2.2 The financial model

The insurer’s assets are invested in a portfolio containing stocks and bonds. We think of
both as risky assets with known expected rate of return, volatility and correlation. We assume
a finite time horizon T and a complete, frictionless and continuous market. Ignoring payments
to equity holders for a moment, we let At follow a geometric Brownian motion
dAt
= µ (t ) + σ (t )dWt ,
At

(1)

where Wt denotes a Wiener process on some probability space (Ω,Σ,P) with a filtration F, to
which W is adapted. Both, µ and σ are deterministic but can be time dependent. In our
numerical analysis in Section 3, we assume µ = 8% and σ = 20% for the stock portion of the
portfolio as well as µ = 5% and σ = 3.5% for the bond portion of the portfolio. Furthermore,
we assume stock and bond returns to be slightly negatively correlated with a correlation
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coefficient of ρ = -0.1.3 Thus, drift and volatility of the portfolio can be calculated for any
given asset allocation.
For a given A0 > 0 , the solution of (1) is given by
t

At = A0e

∫0 µ ( s ) −

σ 2 (s)
2

t

∫0

ds + σ ( s ) dW s

and, hence, we have
t

At = At −1 ⋅ e

∫t −1 µ ( s ) −

σ 2 (s)
2

ds +

t

∫t −1 σ ( s ) dWs

.

If there are any payments Dt to equity holders at time t, we let At- denote the value of the
assets before these payments leave the company and At+ the value of the assets after these
payments left the company. Thus, we get (for t = 1,2, K , T )
t

−
t

+
t −1

A = A ⋅e

∫t −1 µ ( s ) −

σ 2 (s)
2

ds +

t

∫t −1 σ ( s ) dWs

and

At+ = At− − Dt ,

which can be used handily in Monte Carlo algorithms.
The portion of stocks contained in At is denoted by st. We do not consider any
transaction fees for buying and selling assets. In our numerical analysis, we assume st = s to
be constant.
2.3 The insurance contract

For the sake of simplicity, we look at a very simple life insurance contract, a singlepremium term-fix insurance and ignore any charges. The premium P is paid at t = 0 . A
benefit is paid at time T, no matter if the insured is still alive or not. Thus, there are no
mortality effects to be considered. The benefit paid at time T depends on the development of
the insurer’s liabilities and is given by P

LT 4
.
L0

3

We used data of a German stock index (DAX) and a German bond index (REXP) of the past fifteen years to
get estimates for drift, volatility and correlation of stocks and bonds. Since historical bond returns seem to be
too high compared to current low interest rates, we reduced the drift for the bond portion to 5%.

4

Although it might seem strange to ignore mortality effects as well as charges for any mortality benefit that
exceeds the policy value at time of death, in the analysis of a life insurance company’s assets and liabilities,
this makes sense under the following two assumptions: 1) On average, new business roughly compensates for
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2.4 Regulatory and legal requirement

In what follows, we include important features of the current German regulatory and
legal framework in our model. Nevertheless, specific aspects of other countries could be
considered analogously.
German life insurance companies are not allowed to hold a portion of stocks greater
than 35% in their asset portfolio. Therefore, we allow s ∈ [0;0.35] .
Under German legislation there has to be a year-by-year cliquet-style guarantee on the
liabilities. Currently, German life insurance companies guarantee the policyholders a
minimum rate of interest g = 2.75% .5 This guarantee has to be given for the whole term of
the policy, even if the guaranteed interest rate will be changed by the regulators for new
business. Thus, all policies that have been sold when guaranteed rates were higher are still
entitled to the guaranteed rate that prevailed when the contracts were sold: 3.25% or even 4%
p.a.
Furthermore, the law requires that at least δ = 90% of the earnings on book values
exceeding the guaranteed growth of the liabilities have to be credited to the policyholders’
accounts. This so-called “minimum participation rate” was introduced to make sure that
policyholders are not put at a disadvantage against shareholders.
2.5 Development of the financial situation over time

As mentioned above, we consider a year-by-year guarantee on the liabilities. Given the
liabilities Lt −1 at time t-1, the guaranteed liabilities Ltg at time t are given by
Ltg = Lt −1 (1 + g ) .

Since earnings on book value are subject to accounting rules, they are not necessarily
equal to the earnings on market value At - At-1. For instance, by using the “lower of cost or
market principle”, a company in Germany can hide a rise in a stock price in order to increase
asset valuation reserves. This can, however, only be done with parts of the earnings in market

mortality and surrenders. 2) The risk premiums are calculated properly such that the insurer incurs no
significant profit or loss upon death.
5

More precisely, there is a maximum rate of return, policy reserves may be calculated with. Since this rate is
used for almost all products and since surrender values have to be close to policy reserves, this implies that
insured have a year by year guarantee of this interest rate on their account value.
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value since the decision whether an increase in the market value of assets should increase the
book value or the hidden reserves is subject to some restrictions. These restrictions are rather
complex. In the model, we simplify by assuming that at least a portion y of the increase in
market value has to be identified as earnings in book values in the balance sheet.6 This means

(

)

that at least the amount δ ⋅ y At− − At+−1 has to be credited to the policy reserve. The parameter
y therefore represents the degree of “restriction in asset valuation” given by the regulator.

Furthermore, the insurer can reduce reserves (i.e. increase the book value of assets)
without any restrictions by selling assets whose market value exceeds the book value.
The decision, which surplus (i.e. interest exceeding the guaranteed rate) is given to the
insured has to be made by the insurance company’s management every year. Our general
model allows for any management decision rule at time t that is Ft-measurable, i.e. that
depends only on information available at time t. Therefore, it would be possible to analyze the
effect of different surplus distribution mechanisms on the financial situation of the insurance
company. In the numerical analysis, however, we will focus on one distribution methodology
that seems to prevail in Germany: In the past, German insurance companies used to credit a
rather constant rate of interest to the policy reserves over years. When interest rates came
down and stayed low and stock markets plunged, they used the hidden reserves that had been
accumulated in earlier years to keep the surplus stable. Only when the reserves reached a
rather low level, they started reducing the surplus. Therefore, we apply the following decision
rule:
A target rate of interest z > g is credited to the policy reserves, as long as the so-called
reserve quota x t =

Rt
stays within a given range [a; b] . Only if the reserve quota becomes too
Lt

low (too high) will the surplus be reduced (increased).
If the target rate of interest z is given to the insured at time t (i.e. a surplus of
( z − g ) Lt −1 is credited to the insured’s account), the liabilities Lt are given by

Lt = (1 + z )Lt −1 = Ltg + (1 + g ) Lt −1 − ( z − g ) Lt −1 .
As mentioned above, our model also allows for dividends that are paid to the owners of
the insurance company. Again, the general model allows for any Ft-measurable dividend

6

Note that for y=0, the insurance company is totally free in determining the earnings on book values.
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payment. For the numerical examples, we assume that the dividend amounts to a portion α of
any surplus credited to the policy reserves. Thus, if the target rate is given to the insured, we
get

At+ = At− − α ( z − g )Lt −1
and

Rt = At+ − (1 + z )Lt −1 .
The condition for the reserve quota a ≤ x ≤ b , i.e. a ≤

Rt
≤ b is fulfilled if and
(1 + z )Lt −1

only if

At− ∈ [((1 + a )(1 + z ) + α ( z − g ))Lt −1 ; ((1 + b )(1 + z ) + α ( z − g ))Lt −1 ]
or

((1 + a )(1 + z ) + α (z − g ))Lt −1 ≤ At− ≤ ((1 + b )(1 + z ) + α (z − g ))Lt −1 .
In this case, exactly the target rate of interest z is credited to the insurance contracts. For
the other cases, we use the following decision rules:7
If crediting the target rate z leads to a reserve quota below a and crediting the
guaranteed rate g leads to a reserve quota above a, then the company credits exactly that rate
of interest to the policy holders that leads to x t = a . Hence, we have
Lt = (1 + g )Lt −1 +
At+ = At− −

[

]

1
At− − (1 + g )(1 + a )Lt −1 and
1+ a +α

α
1+ a +α

[A

−
t

]

− (1 + g )(1 + a )Lt −1 .

If even crediting the guaranteed rate of interest leads to a reserve quota level below a,
i.e.,

xt < a

7

⇔

At− < (1 + a )(1 + g )Lt −1 ,

Again, other decision rules that may apply for certain companies can also be implemented in the model.
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then the guaranteed rate of interest is provided to the policyholders and the equity
holders do not receive anything, i.e.,
Lt = (1 + g )Lt −1 and At+ = At− .
If crediting the target rate of interest z leads to a reserve quota above the upper limit b,
the company credits exactly that rate of interest to the policyholders that meets the upper
reserve quota boundary x t = b , i.e.,
Lt = (1 + g )Lt −1 +
At+ = At− −

[

]

1
At− − (1 + g )(1 + b )Lt −1 and
1+ b +α

α

[A
1+ b +α

−
t

]

− (1 + g )(1 + b )Lt −1 .

Finally, we want to check whether these rules comply with the minimum participation

(

rate, i.e. whether at least the amount δ ⋅ y At− − At+−1

)

is credited to the policy reserves.

Whenever our decision rules leads to a violation of this rule, i.e.

[(

]

)

Lt − Lt −1 < gL t −1 + δ y At− − At+−1 − gL t −1 ,
we increase the surplus such that the minimum participation rate is met by letting

[(

]

)

Lt = (1 + g )Lt −1 + δ y At− − At+−1 − gLt −1 and

[(

)

]

At+ = At− − α y At− − At+−1 − gLt −1 .8
2.6 Shortfall

We consider the life insurance company to default if at any balance sheet date
t=1,2,…,T, the market value of the assets is below the book value of the liabilities, i.e., if
Rt < 0

or

Lt + Rt At+
=
< 1 .9
Lt
Lt

8

Note that this can only happen, if the insurance company does not have enough freedom to „hide“ asset price
gains in hidden reserves, i.e. if the amount δ ⋅ y At− − At+−1 that has to be shown as an increase in book value
according to Section 0, leads to a higher book value than desired by the insurer.

9

Recent change in legislation allowed for so-called negative hidden reserves, i.e. book values above market
values under certain circumstances. In this model, we neglect the resulting effects.

(

)
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We let the stopping time τ be the first balance sheet date, where a default happens or

τ = T+1 if Rt ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ {1,K, T }.
The shortfall probability p t = p t ( x, s, g , δ , y, µ , σ , α , z , a, b, (T − t )) = P(τ ≤ T Ft ) is
defined as the probability that a shortfall occurs at some balance sheet date after the current
time t, given the information available at time t. It depends on the insurer’s current reserve
situation x, the portion of stocks in the asset portfolio s,10 the guaranteed rate of interest g, the
minimum participation rate δ, the restriction in asset valuation y, the portion of the surplus
that is paid out to equity holders α, the target rate of interest z, the target range for the reserve
quota [a; b] , and the considered time horizon, i.e. the remaining term to maturity of the
product T-t.
Note that some of these parameters describe the insurance company’s financial situation
(x, s), others describe the regulatory framework (g, δ, y), or the financial markets (µ, σ), and
another set of parameters describe the “behaviour” of the insurance company’s management
by modelling management decisions (α, z, a, b).
3. Analysis

In what follows, we will analyze the effect of the different parameters on the shortfall
probability. It can easily be shown analytically that whenever a parameter is changed that
leads to an increase in liabilities and does not influence (or even decrease) the development of
the assets, the shortfall probability increases. The same is true, if the liabilities are not affected
and the development of the assets is decreased. Therefore, pt is (ceteris paribus) increasing in
g, z, δ, and α and decreasing in x, a, and b. Since these results are, however, rather trivial, we
will focus on more complex analyses considering the interaction of several parameters. Since
in these cases no analytical solutions exist, we use Monte Carlo simulation methods
performing 10,000 simulations per analyzed combination of parameters in order to calculate
the shortfall probability.
For all our calculations we fix T = 10 , [a;b] = [5%;30%] , δ = 90%, and α = 3%, unless
stated otherwise.

10

This could easily be replaced by some asset allocation strategy if we allow a changing asset allocation.
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3.1 The influence of the initial reserve situation

In a first step, we calculate the shortfall probability p0(x) as a function of the insurer’s

initial reserve quota for different values of the guaranteed rate of interest g ∈ {2.75%, 4%}11

and different asset allocations ( s ∈ {10%, 30%}). We assume the target rate of interest z to
equal 6% and consider different values for the restriction in asset valuation y.
For values of y close to 100%, it turns out that for companies with low initial reserves
shortfall probabilities are close to 100%. This is not very surprising because in this case there
is almost no chance for the insurance company to increase its reserve account Rt over time. In
years of high asset returns, almost all earnings are either given to policyholders or
shareholders leaving little potential to build up reserves. On the other hand, in years of low
asset returns, reserves are reduced to provide the guaranteed rate of interest to the policy
holders’ accounts. This shows that this choice of y is rather unrealistic and that highly
restrictive accounting rules in connection with high minimum participation rates would be
very dangerous for insurance companies offering cliquet style guarantees. This issue will be
analyzed in more detail in Section 3.6.
Figure 2 shows the shortfall probability as a function of the initial reserve situation x for
different values of the guaranteed rate of interest (g = 2.75% and g = 4%) and different stock
ratios (s = 10% and s = 30%) assuming that at least y = 50% of the earnings on market value
have to be identified as earnings on book value.

11

This corresponds to the rate applicable starting January 1, 2004 (2.75%) and applicable for contracts taken out
between January 1995 and June 2000 (4%).
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Figure 2 Shortfall probability as a function of the insurer's initial reserve situation for y=50%

Of course, the shortfall probability is decreasing with increasing initial reserves. One
can see from both pictures that companies with low reserves have to have low stock ratios in
order to keep shortfall probabilities low.
It is not surprising that, all other things equal, contracts with a guaranteed rate of
interest of 4% pose a higher risk to the insurance company than those with a guaranteed rate
of 2.75%, since there is less freedom in crediting profits and building up reserves.
It is noticeable that the absolute values of the shortfall probabilities are rather high,
implying that target rates of 6% are very risky in the current market framework.
Further analysis shows that changing y from 50% to 0% hardly changes the results at
all. This suggests that it is not important for insurance companies to have the possibility to
hide all their asset returns. It rather seems sufficient to have some (as opposed to complete)
freedom in determining earnings on book values, e.g. the possibility to hide 50% of the
earnings on market value. Since y = 50% seems to be a reasonable value that is consistent
with accounting rules, we keep this parameter fixed for the remainder of this analysis unless
stated otherwise.
3.2 The interaction of reserve situation and asset allocation

We now assume that the insurance company has a tolerable level of shortfall
probability, here p 0 ( x, s ) = 10% . We analyze the interaction of initial reserve situation and
asset allocation by calculating which combinations of x and s lead to the given tolerable level
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of shortfall probability. This answers the question of which reserve quota is necessary to back
a given asset allocation, or (equivalently) which asset allocation is admissible for a given
reserve situation.
Figure 3 displays the interaction between the insurer’s initial reserve quota and the stock
ratio s for different values of the guaranteed rate of interest (g = 2.75% and g = 4%) and
different values of the target distribution (z = 5% and z = 6%).
g=4%
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25%

25%
initial reserve quota

initial reserve quota

g=2,75%

20%
15%
10%
5%

20%
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10%
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15%
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25%
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0%

5%

10%

stock ratio
z=5%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

stock ratio
z=6%

z=5%

z=6%

Figure 3 Insurer’s initial quota as a function of the stock ratio s

For a tolerable shortfall probability of 10% and contracts with guarantee g = 2.75%
and target rate of interest z = 5% , we can see from the left part of Figure 3 that for a stock
ratio of s = 10% initial reserves of x = 7% are sufficient. If the insurer wants to invest 30%
of the assets in stocks, 25% initial reserves are required.
At first view it might be surprising that the minimum reserve quota does not occur at a
stock ratio of 0%. The reason for this is however simple: Since stocks and bonds are both
risky assets that are not perfectly correlated, it is not the portfolio with 0% stocks that is the
one with the least risk. In our model, any asset allocation with a stock ratio below the
minimum risk portfolio would not be favourable because it leads to a higher risk and at the
same time lower expected return. As a rule of thumb, figure 3 shows that for any increase of
1% in stock ratio, about 1% more initial reserves are necessary. Companies with lower initial
reserves should have a lower portion of stocks in their asset portfolio.
Clearly, contracts with a higher guaranteed rate of interest are of higher risk for the
insurance company than contracts with a low guarantee. In particular, for contracts with a
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guaranteed rate of interest of 4%, insurance companies with a low reserve quota (<11%) are
not able to achieve a shortfall probability of 10% at all.
In both pictures, the distance between the two lines for different target rates of interest z
hardly depends on s and amounts to approximately 5% of initial reserves. Therefore, if an
insurer wants to keep the shortfall probability stable, the reserve quota should be increased by
5% if the target rate of interest is increased by 1%.
3.3 The interaction of surplus distribution and asset allocation

The target rate of interest z and the asset allocation (characterized by the stock ratio s)
are both subject to management decisions. Therefore, life insurance companies should be
highly interested in the effect these parameters have on the shortfall probabilities. Again, we
fix some tolerable level for the shortfall probability and analyze, which combinations of z and
s lead to this level. Since shortfall probabilities are highly sensitive to changes in the reserve
situation, companies with 5% reserves are in a different risk category than companies with
20% reserves. While for companies with high reserves we can determine combinations of s
and z that lead to a shortfall probability of 5%, this is impossible for companies with low
reserves since all admissible combinations of parameters yield higher shortfall probabilities.
Therefore, we set the tolerable level of shortfall probability for the company with low reserves
to p 0 ( z , s ) = 25% and let p 0 ( z , s) = 5% for the company with high reserves. These different
levels of shortfall probabilities have to be kept in mind when looking at the absolute values of
the result shown above. Figure 4 shows the results for different values of the initial reserve
quota (x = 5% and x = 20%) and different values of the guaranteed rate of interest (g = 2.75%
and g = 4%).
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Figure 4 Target rate of interest as a function of the stock ratio s

For companies with high reserves, the guaranteed rate of interest is of rather minor
influence. An increase of the guaranteed rate of interest from 2.75% to 4% can be
compensated by reducing the target rate of interest by 1% leaving the asset allocation
unchanged. Alternatively it can be compensated by reducing the stock ratio by about 3-5%
and leaving the target rate of interest unchanged.
For insurers with low initial reserves, there is a significant difference between contracts
with different guarantees. While (in spite of the very large level of shortfall probability) for a
guaranteed rate of return of 4% only very conservative combinations of z and s are
admissible, a guarantee rate of 2.75% allows the company to provide 5% target distribution
while holding 20% stocks (of course at the same high level of shortfall probability).
Furthermore, for companies with low reserves a slight increase in the stock ratio
requires a rather big decrease in the target distribution to keep the shortfall probability stable.
For example, if such a company increases their stock ratio from 15% to 20%, it should lower
the target rate of interest for contracts with a guaranteed rate of 2.75% by 200 basis points. A
company with higher reserves only needs to reduce the target rate by 50 basis points.
Thus, for companies with low reserves, shortfall probabilities are very sensitive with
respect to changes in the guaranteed rate of interest and in the stock. Therefore, from a risk
management point of view, life insurance companies should lower their stock ratios if
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reserves tend to go down. In the past, these measures were not taken by most German life
insurers leading to the current problems.12
3.4 The interaction of guarantees and asset allocation

Under German regulation, companies are not allowed to hold more than 35% stocks in
their asset portfolio. Regulators impose the exact same barrier for all life insurers, considering
neither the guaranteed rate of interest in the companies’ insurance liabilities nor the reserve
situation. The following analysis will show that a reasonable regulation should consider these
issues.
Figure 5 shows combinations of the guaranteed rate of interest and the stock ratio that
yield a given shortfall probability. Again, we consider different initial reserve quotas (x = 5%
and x = 20%) and different values of the target distribution (z = 5% and z = 6%).
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Figure 5 Guaranteed rate of interest as a function of the stock ratio s

Again, companies with low reserves and those with high reserves are in a different risk
category. Thus, we allow for a shortfall probability of 25% for companies with low reserves
and a shortfall probability of 5% for companies with high reserves.
Assuming that the stock ratio exceeds the stock ratio of the minimum risk portfolio,
obviously higher guarantees require lower stock ratios for a given shortfall probability.

12

Contrary, insurers increased their stock ratio hoping to compensate for low interest rates.
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From the left part of Figure 5, we can see that an increase in the target rate of interest z
from 5% to 6% can be compensated by a reduction of the stock ratio of about 3%-5%. The
two curves on the left side are rather close to each other. This means that changing the target
rate of interest in companies with low reserves has a rather minor effect.
The two curves on the right are rather far away from each other suggesting that for
companies with high reserves the effect of the target rate of interest is very high.
Combining the analyses of Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we find the following remarkable
results: Although, of course, the absolute level of the shortfall probabilities is entirely
different for companies with low reserves and high reserves, the shortfall probability of a
company with low reserves is very sensitive to changes in g and s and less sensitive to
changes in z. The shortfall probability of a company with high reserves is very sensitive to
changes in z and s but less sensitive to changes in g.
Therefore “static regulations”, that impose certain rules and limits for all companies
without considering the individual financial strength of a given insurer, appear to make little
sense. From a risk management point of view restrictions on s and g only make any sense if
their interaction and the reserve situation of the company are taken into account, as well.
Approaches like the required “Resilience Test” in the UK13 or the recently introduced (but not
yet very sophisticated) stress test in Germany seem more reasonable.
3.5 The interaction of guarantees and surplus distribution

In the past, when interest rates were quite high in comparison to the guaranteed rates of
interest, guarantees seemed not to be an issue at all. The total interest (guarantee rate +
surplus) credited to the policy reserves was held constant by German insurance companies,
not only constant over time but also constant over all “generations of contracts”, irrespective
of the corresponding guaranteed rate of return. Thus, if an insurer decided to credit 6% to the
insured, contracts with a guaranteed rate of 4% would have received 2% surplus while
contracts with 2.75% guarantee would have received 3.25% surplus. In 2004, for the first time
a few insurance companies in Germany started to provide a lower total interest to the policy
reserves of contracts with a high guaranteed rate of interest and higher total interest to the
policy reserves of contracts with a low guaranteed rate of interest. The reason they gave was
that contracts with a lower guaranteed rate will get less in “bad years” and should therefore be

13

Cf. e.g., [Be 00]
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compensated by receiving more in “good years”. We now examine if, from a risk
management point of view, such a differentiation in surplus distribution between contracts
with different guarantees is appropriate.
Figure 6 shows combinations of the target rate of interest z and the guaranteed rate of
interest g for different initial reserve quotas (x = 5% and x = 20%). For companies with low
reserves we allow the shortfall probability to be 25%, for companies with high reserves, we
allow 5% shortfall probability. For both, we assumed an asset allocation containing 10% of
stocks.
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Figure 6 Target rate of interest as a function of the guaranteed rate of interest

Since higher guarantees pose a higher risk on the insurer, from a risk management point
of view, it is appropriate for companies to compensate for this by providing a lower target
distribution to the contracts with a higher guarantee. It can be seen from the left figure that for
companies with low reserves, reducing the target rate by 1 percent point for each percentage
point of a higher guarantee keeps the shortfall probability roughly constant.
The chart on the right side of figure 6 is less steep, which shows that for companies with
high reserves a lower differentiation in surplus distribution is appropriate. This shows that
providing a constant target distribution to contracts with different guarantees – as done in the
past – is acceptable as long as reserves are high. Once reserves go down, the life insurance
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companies have to react and change their surplus distribution mechanism if they want to have
contracts of equal risk in their liability portfolio.14
3.6 The interaction of regulatory and legal requirements

So far, our analysis focused on parameters that are subject to management decisions
assuming legal requirements to be constant parameters. In the last section of this chapter we
will examine the interaction of the different regulatory and legal requirements. We fix any
parameters that are subject to management decision, i.e. we set z = 6% and s = 10%, and the
initial reserves x=20% for the remainder of this section.
In our model, low values of the restriction in asset valuation y correspond to a high level
of freedom with respect to the application of accounting rules. Furthermore, low values of the
minimum participation rate δ correspond to a high level of freedom with respect to the surplus
distribution.
Figure 7a shows the minimum participation rate δ as a function of the guaranteed rate of
interest g for a given shortfall probability of 5%. We show this for different values of y (y =
70% and y = 90%). Figure 7b shows the minimum participation rate δ as a function of the
restriction in asset valuation y for different values of the guaranteed rate of interest (g = 2.75%
and g = 4%) and a shortfall probability of 7.5%.
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See [Kl/Ru 04] for a more detailed analysis of the question of surplus differentiation.
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From Figure 7a we can see that for low values of δ there is almost no difference
between the different curves for y = 70% and y = 90%. This, if the companies have a high
level of freedom in the surplus distribution, they obviously do not need additional freedom in
accounting rules.
Further results show that for companies with low reserves the guaranteed rate of
interest has a very high influence on the shortfall probability. For them slight changes in g
require rather major changes in δ. For companies with high reserves (in the case y = 90%), an
increase in the guaranteed rate of interest from 2.75% to 3.25% can be compensated by
reducing the minimum participation rate from 77% to 50%.
Therefore, regulators should allow for lower values of δ for contracts with a higher
guarantee. This again implies that regulators should allow for the total interest (guarantee +
surplus) to be the lower, the higher the guarantee.
We also performed simulations for y ≤ 50%. In this case, however, the minimum
participation rate has almost no influence on the shortfall probabilities implying that a high
degree of freedom in accounting compensates for strict minimum participation rates.
Figure 7b also implies that for all guaranteed rates of interest, an increase in y must be
followed by less restrictive regulations on surplus distribution. If accounting rules are to be
changed bringing book values closer to market values, the minimum surplus distribution
parameter δ has to be reduced or even abolished. Otherwise, the currently predominant form
of life insurance will impose a significant risk on life insurance companies.15
4. Summary and Outlook

Our analysis shows that shortfall probabilities of life insurance companies are affected
by their financial situation, by regulation, market development and management decision. The
interaction of these parameters is rather complex and the superimposing effects are not always
easy to understand. Nevertheless, since in recent years low interest rates and plunging stock
markets posed new risks on insurance companies, it has become more and more important to
examine and understand these effects.

15

This should be considered by regulators upon introducing international accounting standards.
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We have developed a very general model that provides a framework to analyze the
interaction of these parameters and their influence on the financial situation of an insurer. In
the present paper we have presented only a small part of the possible analyses that can be
performed within this model. We have, however focussed on analyzing what we believe to be
the most important effects.
We found that an insurer’s shortfall probabilities are increasing with an increasing
guaranteed rate of interest and with an increasing target rate of interest. For companies with a
low reserve situation the influence of the guarantee rate is higher. For companies with high
reserves, it is the target rate that plays the major role.
From a risk management perspective, insurance companies should provide a lower
target rate of interest to contracts with a high guarantee and a higher target rate of interest to
contracts with a low guarantee.
Of course, shortfall probabilities are also increasing with a decreasing initial reserve
quota. Concerning the asset allocation, it is not the portfolio with 0% stocks that contains the
least risk. The shortfall probability (as a function of the stock ratio s) achieves a minimum at a
stock ratio between 9% and 12% depending on the other parameters.
Regulators need to consider the financial situation of the individual insurer.
Furthermore, in particular when cliquet style guarantees are included, insurers can only
manage such guarantees if they are given a certain degree of freedom in distributing the
assets. A market value oriented accounting in connection with high minimum participation
rates would pose an unmanageable risk on insurers that have issued such contracts.
The rather high shortfall probabilities throughout our analyses are rather alarming.
However, it can be assumed that the absolute values of the shortfall probabilities are lower in
all insurance markets where insurers have the possibility to provide terminal bonuses as well
as ongoing bonuses. Therefore, introducing a terminal bonus in our model will be the next
step.
Future research should also analyze the influence of a path dependent asset allocation In
this case, the insurer’s asset allocation is given by some strategy, meaning that the stock
portion st is given as a function s t ( x, g , δ , y, µ , σ , α , z , a, b, (T − t )) taking values in [0;1] .
To further understand the influence of the capital markets on shortfall probabilities it
would be interesting to perform sensitivity analyses with respect to drift and volatility of
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stocks and bonds. A next step could be the inclusion of a different asset model with more than
two asset classes.
Furthermore, it could be interesting to find a more detailed model for the liability side
of an insurer’s balance sheet by modelling a portfolio of different kinds of insurance contracts
including mortality effects.
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